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Crit Hit Ceramics is run by two life-
long gamers who love nothing more 
than a night around the tabletop 
rolling more 20s than 1s.  We set out 
to produce high quality ceramic dice 
because discerning gamers, like you, 
look for unique ways to enhance and 
enrich gameplay.  For many players, 
a way to do that is with the perfect 
set of dice.

Some gamers have specific sets of dice for certain characters.  Some tabletop 
players want blocks of d6s to roll damage or use for counters.  Everyone 
knows a mage who is borrowing everyone’s d6s to cast fireball.  Get him or 
her a d6 block and end your woes and their scavenging.

All of our dice are handcrafted from a mid-fire clay body, are durable and 
playable, with a great weight and feel. You will find Standard 7 Die Sets as 
well as Extended 10 Die Sets. We sell blocks of d6 and sets of d10s apart 
from our sets. D20s can be purchased individually.

Behind The Company
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Ancient Oasis
The first premium Fusion die set from Crit Hit Ceramics is the Ancient Oasis line. Named 
by one of our Kickstarter backers, this fusion of Forgotten Forest and Skeleton places us 
in the middle of a lush paradise, surrounded by barren wastes. Leave your foes parched 
and allies rejuvenated with your purchase of Ancient Oasis dice.

Standard 7 Set $50
Extended 10 Set $60

Products & Prices

Ancient Scroll
Harness the power of written magic with your purchase of the Ancient Scroll line of dice. 
With a yellow clay body and black numbers, Ancient Scroll dice allow the knowledge of 
the ancients to be wielded by you!

Standard 7 Set $45
Extended 10 Set $55
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Dark Heart
Search the depths of the soul with the Dark Heart die sets. Dark Heart dice feature our 
black clay body with white numbers bringing to life the stark contrast between good 
and evil. These dice bring the yin and yang to your tabletop.

Standard 7 Set $45
Extended 10 Set $55

Duskblade
As evening fades to midnight and the moon lights the dark figures of the night against 
a shadowy backdrop, Duskblade die sets will be waiting to aid you against whatever 
the night may bring! Featuring a deep blue clay body and your choice of black or white 
numbers, Duskblade remains one of our most popular sets.

Standard 7 Set $45
Extended 10 Set $55
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Forgotten Forest
Enter the ancient forests of lore by ordering your set of Forgotten Forest dice. With a 
green clay body that calls to mind some unwalked, oldgrowth forest interior, and black 
numbers, Forgotten Forest sets have become a staple for Crit Hit Ceramics customers.

Standard 7 Set $45
Extended 10 Set $55

Psyy O’Narrah
One of our first Fusion creations, this set takes its name from an early player character, 
a cleric unafraid to utilize both magic and steel! Psyy O’Narrah are premium dice made 
from fusing our Ancient Scroll clay body and a light purple to create a stunning visual 
die set.

Standard 7 Set $50
Extended 10 Set $60
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Skeleton
The Skeleton line of dice is for the lover of the classic look of a white die with black 
numbers. You cannot ignore history, and we pay homage to dice everywhere with the 
Skeleton dice. This is the set that started it all.

Standard 7 Set $40
Extended 10 Set $50

Windcaller
Perhaps our most popular set to date, Windcaller die sets let you harness the power 
of the elements, wind and water, to vanquish foes or aid allies! With a beautiful matte 
turquoise finish and highly visible black numbers, Windcaller dice are calling your name!

Standard 7 Set $45
Extended 10 Set $55
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Check Out How Durable!


